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Welcome to this Shanghai special LNE Maths Hub newsletter
The planned March exchange visit by a group of teachers from Shanghai to schools in England was regrettably postponed
due to the ongoing coronavirus outbreak. This meant that the popular ‘showcase’ events conducted by Shanghai teachers
did not take place. However, the LNE Maths Hubs put on a Shanghai Style Open Lesson with our Mastery specialists in the
demonstration role. The visit from the Shanghai teachers would have been the return leg of our England-China exchange
after our teachers made the trip in November 2019. You can read an account of their visit below.

Reflections on Shanghai visit, November 2019 by Rob Sear and Becky
Dokmanovic (Primary Teaching for Mastery Specialists)
A two-week visit to observe Shanghai mathematics is difficult to summarise!
What was clearly demonstrated throughout our visit was teaching for depth of understanding permeates
the subject. They could think flexibly and make connections between many areas of their understanding.
Pupils were guided towards generalisations and were actively involved in the learning and in seeking
pattern and meaning in what they were doing.
It was also fascinating to see lessons that were not only number-focused. For instance, one lesson saw
children learning the properties of a cuboid. This began, astonishingly, with a potato! Parts of the
vegetable were gradually cut off, exposing a face, an edge and finally an apex. Such creative planning
and teaching ensured that pupils were engaged while being exposed to mathematical concepts.
The structure of the Teacher Research Groups in the schools visited emphasised the value that
professional development plays. Each month the maths team observes a lesson and spends time
unpicking the key elements for improvement with the focus is on the mathematics and not the teacher.
Because of this the lessons taught in these schools are pretty much, in their own words, perfect!
On a personal note, the hospitality we received from our Chinese hosts was overwhelming (and we did
see many other aspects of school life, not just maths!). It is a shame that we cannot return the favour by
delivering the second leg of the exchange. The two weeks were an unforgettable experience.

Getting to know your Local
Leaders of Mathematics
Education (LLME)
A conversation with Tim
Harrington, Primary
Teaching for Mastery
Specialist

What was your journey into working a Primary Mastery Specialist?
At the time Tower Hamlets, we hadn’t really heard of Hub and I remember how energised I
felt leaving my first network meeting at The Hub. I became aware of the Primary Mastery
Specialist programme and I didn’t hesitate to apply!
What challenges do Specialists face in supporting schools to develop the mastery
approach?
The challenges have changed somewhat over the last couple of years, thanks to the Hub’s
ever-expanding reach and programmes such as Mastery Readiness. Schools arrive at Work
Groups with a good understanding of teaching for mastery and the commitment for the year
ahead. This has strengthened the collaboration process and enabled us to begin embedding
principles of mastery sooner than we have done in the past.

Key Dates
Teaching for Mastery open mornings/afternoon:
Suitable for teachers interested in working with the
hub for the first time:
Primary engagement events:
The first of the Primary events, advertised as Tuesday
31st March, 9am-12pm at Elmhurst Primary School is
now postponed until further notice.
At the time of publication the Tuesday 28th April ,
9am-12pm at Elmhurst Primary School will go ahead,
as will the secondary event
Secondary engagement event:
Thursday 23rd April, 2pm-4.30pm at Bobby Moore
Academy, E20 2AE

What has been the most rewarding thing about working as a Specialist?
Just working as a specialist and having the opportunity to work with colleagues and leaders
Mastery Textbooks for Moderators Workshop (KS1):
in their own schools is a privilege. Seeing the impact of our work in the outcomes of children, This workshop will focus on supporting local authority
developing their love for maths is a huge reward! But, a standout for me is seeing members
moderators when moderating at schools that are
of my Work Group go on to become specialists themselves.
using mastery textbook schemes
Wednesday 1st April Time: 1.30pm-4.30pm is now
Why should schools become involved with the Maths Hub?
postponed until further notice
Why shouldn’t they? It is a fantastic pool of expertise to be involved with – top notch
professional development, brilliant networking opportunities and not to mention
opportunities to train to become mastery specialists and professional development leads!

Primary Shanghai Style Open Lesson Event
On 11th March we were joined by over 80 teachers at our Shanghai-style Open Lessons,
hosted by Dawlish and Newport Primary Schools. During this unique professional
development event, teachers were able to observe two lessons taught by Celia Dunne
(Primary Teaching for Mastery co-lead) and Leanne Casey (Maths Hub co-lead), who have
both visited Shanghai and seen lessons using their approaches in context.

Teaching for Mastery in Initial Teacher Training:
Tuesday 17th March, Elmhurst Primary School this
event will take place as planned
Monday 23rd March, 9-12 at Elmhurst Primary School
is now postponed until further notice
Mastery Live:
An event for senior leaders and maths leads. See
Mastery in action in our lesson showcases
from EYFS – KS3:
Friday 3rd July, 9 - 2pm Elmhurst Primary School

The first lesson was with Year 2 children and had a Geometry focus. Children were
introduced to a range of 3D shapes, using them to explore and identify whether they
could be rolled or stacked. Interestingly, in Shanghai children are introduced to 3D
shapes before encountering 2D shapes in their maths lessons. This is because of their
application to real-life contexts and as a result children can more readily identify their
properties. Teachers commented on the precision of questioning, the small-step
coherence of the lesson and the use of standard, non-standard and non-concept models
to deepen children’s understanding.
The Year 4 lesson was about multiplication, and focused on deepening children’s
understanding of efficient strategies to derive multiplication facts they didn’t already
know. The use of representations to understand the mathematical structure of the 4times table was a particular highlight, and enabled children to apply their understanding
to efficiently derive 9 x 4 by counting back from a known fact such as 10 x 4. Children
then applied this strategy to work out examples such as 199 x 4 and 999 x 4. The
importance of using a range of strategies that focus on both memorisation and pattern
seeking to develop mathematical fluency was highlighted.
We’d like to thank both Newport and Dawlish Primary Schools for hosting this fantastic
event.

Primary Shanghai Style Open Lesson

WHAT’S NEW IN THE WORLD OF MATHS?

With implications for AI and neurobiology; research has concluded that a
bee can combine simple arithmetic and symbolic learning. The numerical
operations addition and subtraction were successfully demonstrated by
bees trained to navigate a simple maze route towards either a blue or
yellow tile. Over 100 trials, bees learnt that blue meant +1 while yellow
meant -1. The bees could then apply the rules to new numbers. This
operation required two levels of processing. The first, to comprehend the
value of numerical attributes. The second, to mentally manipulate
numerical attributes in working memory.The idea of plus one or minus
“one” was an abstract concept which the bees successfully resolved over
the course of the training.
https://theconversation.com/can-bees-do-maths-yes-new-research-showsthey-can-add-and-subtract-108074

